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Rapidly Implement and Rollout Power BI, The Right Way!

Despite the rapid adoption of Power BI across companies of all shapes and sizes, many organizations do not have the in-house expertise or time to kick start their Power BI journey and roll out Power BI, successfully, to their teams. The complexity of designing the right data structures, identifying the right system integrations required to collect and aggregate data, and the proper definition of business KPIs are some of the common challenges.

Optimum’s Quick-Start Implementation Package is designed to build the right data and technical foundation and rapidly implement and roll out a robust and scalable Power BI solution in 2 weeks!

CHALLENGES

Many organizations do not have the in-house expertise or time to successfully implement and roll out Power BI, having to deal with the complexity of developing data structures, system integrations to collect and aggregate data, and defining the right business KPIs.

IDEAL SOLUTION

Optimum’s Quick-Start Package is designed to build the right data and technical foundation and rapidly implement and roll out a robust and scalable Power BI solution in 2 weeks, while ensuring data and security compliance, maximizing your ROI and user adoption of the Power BI platform.

DESORED OUTCOMES

Our certified Power BI experts design and implementation a small to mid-size Power BI Dashboard- based on your company’s unique BI needs, data structure, and security requirements. This solution will maximize your ROI and adoption and establish the right data and technical design for your BI platform.
Rapidly implement and rollout Power BI for your organization, the right way!

Have the right Technical Design and Data Architecture in place that scales and adopts to your company’s Power BI roadmap and journey!

Maximize your Power BI investment and improve user adoption and experience!
Optimum’s Implementation Services + Power BI

Power BI is one of the most powerful and well-adopted BI solutions across various industries. However, the lack of in-house expertise to successfully design, implement, roll out, and govern Power BI can cause serious data and security chaos.

Optimum’s team of certified Power BI developers and data analysts help clients define and develop their own unique roadmap to rolling out Power BI across their company and implement a solid and scalable Power BI dashboard in 2 weeks and the right way!

- Bring the power of Power BI to your company in an organized and efficient way that supports your user needs and unique security and integration requirements
- Rapidly and successfully implement and deployment a Power BI solution in 2 weeks
- Ensure project success, governance, and data integrity when rolling out Power BI for your company
Emergency Response Company Rapidly Enhances Visibility and Reporting In Working With Optimum

The client used manual processes and disparate spreadsheets to track and manage their proposals and contracts data and their staff had to manually create and distribute KPI reports in Excel, requiring extensive time and manual data consolidation. Optimum developed an integrated and automated solution using SharePoint Online and Power Platform, which allowed for tracking and managing documents and tasks in SharePoint as well as real-time access to KPI reports and dashboards in Power BI for staff and executive team.

Project Outcomes and Results:

- **Optimization and automation** of the proposal and contract management processes with a single point of data management
- **Powerful data analytics and KPI reports**, empowering teams to create and view the reports that are relevant to them in real-time and using consolidated data
- **Streamlined communication and increased productivity and efficiency**
Schedule a Free Consultation to Start or Improve Your Power BI Journey

- Call for more information: 713.505.0300
- Ask a question via email: info@optimumcs.com
- Learn more: www.Optimumcs.com/BI

- Link to our Microsoft Commercial Marketplace offers:
  - Power BI 1-Day Assessment
  - Power BI 2-Week Implementation Quick-start